
 

 

Technology as a human discipline is, effectively, imploding. What once required whole rooms 
and hangars to house in an effort to complete a single computation can now be achieved 
millions of times over within a tiny square on the wrist: in nanoseconds. Like technology, the 
natural world, too, is shrinking in the practical imagination of the human race (it can be seen and 
experienced through that very lens of nanotechnology) and in the actual sense, where great 
biospheres are reduced to exhibition material. When an artist catalogues that unusual 
relationship between organic and inorganic, natural and material, scale and speed, it may be 
thought of as a slight pause in the relentless pace on progress. Brooklyn-based multidisciplinary 
artist Brett Wallace examines these processes through paint, sculpture, and installation. 
 
Like taffy being pulled to its compositional extremes, Wallace’s structures both in two and three-
dimensional space explore the inverse values of technology, circuitry, and how both may be 
visually reimagined for a larger audience. Pixellated images are deconstructed down to its most 
basic language (for the computer, itself) and splayed out again in different patterns, mirroring 
exactly what would happen if the digital encoding were altered as a program rather than an 
image manipulator (such as Photoshop). Avenues of circuitry are erected in thin, handmade 
wooden pipes. There are even simple “portraits” of the innards of computers, with intense 
colored backgrounds complementing the bold lines of the core wiring. Having primary 
knowledge of computer building, programming, and marketing all in once, Wallace is a unique 
provider of a medium which few of his contemporaries have explored in-depth. No new 
boundaries are broken in the creation of sculpture, but Wallace does tap into a new physical 
architecture that is not limited to a shelter or dwelling. Wallace hasn’t happened upon some new 
innovation in painting, but its what Wallace depicts that sets him apart from him peers. More 
than just a rote interpretation of digital machinery and syntax, Wallace iterates how that 
machinery physically behaves in the real world, and how it may be understood as a body in 
motion versus a static object or series of mined elements. 
 
It could be said that Wallace is “breathing life” into what we consider “cold” or “humorless”. Yet, 
digital technology can manipulate our interactions, our habits, our thoughts, and our ambitions. If 
we have reached a new plateau, where technology is so closely intermingled with our existence 
that we cannot imagine a world without it, Wallace is an agent of reversal: bringing our attention 
and our interest back to which no computer could generate, and no program could author. 
 
-Shana Beth Mason 


